Gagging Order

Jenny answered the knocking on her front door, it was late she was tired and getting ready for bed. She was most of the way to dream land then some nutter started banging on her door, it would have been sensible to call the police but Jenny was not thinking. Jenny was dressed in her pink fluffy dressing gown a t shirt frilly pink panties and slippers. Slowly she opened the door, light shining out into the dark street. The light illuminated two figures. There were two stern looking women in business suites on her door step they were rather intimidating. One had a large bag the other had a bundle of paperwork. Jenny was five foot 2 the women towered above her they were almost six feet tall in three inch strappy heels.

Jenny looked at them surprised and a little sleepy “what’s going on”? she questioned. The woman with the paperwork looked at her with a cold icy glare. “We are hear to serve a gagging order on you, your former employer doesn’t want you spilling any business secrets to the competition, he went to court and got a court order”. Jenny looked at her for a second “you don’t mean one of those new super gagging orders”, The woman smiled evilly and nodded. Jenny backed away she tried to close the door, it was to late. The court official grabbed her wrist and painfully twisted it behind her back. Jenny was forced back into her apartment. The woman in the black suit dropped the paperwork on jenny’s coffee table while the woman in the navy blue suit opened the bag and placed it down on the sofa. Jenny was quickly and efficiently striped by the woman in the black suit, her dressing gown landed on the floor and the t shirt quickly followed it. 

The woman in the navy blue suit pulled a large bundle of knotted cloth from the bag. The cloth ball was made up of several large piece of cotton tightly folded up, then heavily compacted by a thin strip of cloth tightened around the bundle in a grid pattern. the two ends of the strip of cloth hung down from the bundle. The large mass of cotton was brutally forced into Jenny’s open mouth. She tried to resist but the woman in the black suit held her in place with a practiced ease. The woman in the blue suit forced the bundle of cloth home tightly with her thumbs then knotted the cloth strip behind Jenny’s head. The woman in the navy blue suit removed another piece of cloth from the bag it was far thicker and had a large complex knot in the centre. She approached Jenny, jenny tried to twist out of the way. The woman behind her twisted her wrists jenny stopped struggling. The woman in blue positioned the knot in the middle of the bundle of cloth and then tied it’s ends tightly behind jenny’s head. The knot forced the cotton deeper into jenny’s mouth and cleaved her lips further apart making most protest imposible. 

The woman in the navy blue suit returned to the bag and produced a relatively small red ball gag on a very heavy strap. Jenny’s eyes went wide there was no way it could fit. The ball gag was placed over the existing packaging materials then the strap behind jenny’s mouth was threaded and tightened. The ball gag sat on top of the other packaging materials. The woman in the navy blue suit tightened the gag strap using more pressure. Slowly the ball gag sank into the bundle of cloth pushing it deeper into jenny’s mouth. Jenny’s cheeks ballooned outwards as the ball gag’s strap was tightened and forced the ball to sink even deeper into her mouth pushing the padding further in against Jenny’s cheeks. Jenny couldn’t make a single noise as the ball gag was finally forced all the way inside her mouth the cloth cushioned the sides of her mouth against the tight strap but it was still unpleasant. Finally fully engaged the strap locked at the last notch with an ominous little click.

The woman in the navy blue suit removed a roll of silvery duct tape from the bag she carefully peeled of a strip and applied it over the ball gag. A second strip followed this then a third and a fourth and a fifth the woman carefully smoothed down each adhesive strip tightly over Jenny‘s face. The woman in the navy blue suit removed a short canvas strap from the bag. The centre of the strap had several pads fixed to it making it quite thick it was about 2 ½ to 3 inches across. The woman in the navy blue positioned the pad over the bottom of jenny’s face where her mouth would be under the rest of the gag. The canvas strap was mercilessly tightened with a roller buckle locking the pad over the top of the duct tape over the top of the ball gag over the top of the cotton cleave gag. 

The woman in navy blue suit removed a small box from the bag she opened it and removed two little plugs. Slowly she worked them between her fingers until they were soft then she approached Jenny. Jenny tried to pull back but the woman in the black suit held her firmly. The woman worked the ear plugs into Jenny’s ears cutting off all sound. The woman removed a thick rubber strap from the bag it turned out to be a padded blind fold. The woman wrapped the padded rubber blind fold around jenny’s head over her eyes pushing gel pads into her eye sockets, buckling it tightly behind her head. 

Jenny tried to struggle she didn’t like the darkness. The woman in the black suit tightened her grip, twisting jenny‘s arm painfully stopping the struggling. The woman in the navy suit removed an item made of thin rubber from the bag. The thin rubber hood was pulled over the jenny’s head it showed the outline of the mass of material over her jaw as a huge bulge. The hood was adjusted then zipped tightly closed. A thicker rubber hood was pulled out of the bag it took far more time to work the thicker rubber over the first hood then strap it in place. The second rubber hood erased some of the outlines of the other restraints the bulge of the gag was lessened. The hood clamped down giving jenny’s head a more uniform shape. 

Finally The woman in the navy blue suit removed a thick leather discipline helmet from the bag. The hood was completely black and very rigid shining menacingly, it was designed to accommodate the layers of gagging material that would sit underneath it. It took the woman in the navy blue suit a minute to work the hood over jenny’s head. There was a considerable gap at the back of the hood when she was finished pulling it down. The woman in the navy blue suit got a set of heavy laces and set about closing the gap, tight lacing the hood down. Then she could fasten the three straps at the back and padlock them with high security padlocks. The gag and the hood would not be going any where for a long time. 

Then the woman in the navy blue suit dived back into the bag and  brought out the leather straight jacket. She shook it lose it was rolled up into a tight ball. The jacket was made of thick brown leather and it was very small. The two women slowly forced the mute blind jenny into the jacket. It took them a considerable amount of time to force the tight leather over jenny’s arms and up her body, the jacket was a little on the small side but they would make it fit. Jenny tried to struggle but her struggles only pushed her further into the jackets embrace, there was talcum powder on the inside of the jacket to help her journey.

The woman in black held jenny’s arms by her sides while the woman in navy blue tightened the straps down the back of the jacket. The woman fastened the top most strap then slowly and methodically worked down the back of the jacket. She gave each strap four of five harsh tugs to ensure that they were all as secure as possible. A line of straps ran from just below the hood to the edge of the jacket just above jenny’s frilly panties. The woman in navy blue was far from finished. There were two sets of eyelets running at the back of the jacket from 1/3 of the way down Jenny’s ribcage to just above her ass. They could be laced up and would act like a waist clincher corset making the jacket even tighter. It took a few minutes digging around in the bag to find the heavy leather laces but after that things moved smoothly. With a practiced ease the woman in navy blue threaded the eye lets and prepared to tighten the laces.

The woman in black tightened her grip on Jenny then nodded to her partner. The woman in blue braced herself behind jenny, put her knee in the small of Jenny’s back and pulled. Jenny felt the air forced out of her lungs then she felt light headed the woman in blue paused to get her breath back. Jenny had a few seconds to try and adjust to the sensation then more pressure was applied to the jacket. Carefully the woman in blue worked the laces through the eyelets removing every bit of slack she had created she got a firm grip on the laces checked that her partner had a firm grip on jenny then pulled again. This part of the job was the most exhausting but also the most rewarding. After five minutes of this uneven struggle the gap behind the jacket was half closed. After ten minutes the two sides of the jacket met welded together with taunt laces. Jenny had been gifted a narrow waist she could never have achieved by diet and exercise. However in her current predicament she could not fully appreciate it. The woman in blue tied the laces off with a complex knot.

The woman in navy blue examined the jacket she had created a little slack in the straps down the back as she had tightened the laces. A few quick tugs and all the straps were as snug as they had ever been. The woman in navy blue had a strong sense of professional pride she carefully checked every eyelet every buckle. She made sure that the end of every strap that the laces were tightly and neatly folded away they would not be coming lose. There was a leather flap over the back of the jacket when put in place it completely covered the straps and the laces making them unreachable. The woman in navy blue continued with her duty. The flap was smoothed into place then the heavy duty zipper secured it down. Then the end of the zip was pushed into the built in lock there was a dull click the jacket was staying put the key would only be release after 6 months.

The woman in black looked to her left her eyes narrowed. The woman in navy blue knew the signal, she tightly griped Jenny‘s Left arm. The woman in black leaned close jenny probably couldn’t hear her but she spoke all the same. “Now we put those arms of yours out of the way where they can‘t cause any trouble”. The woman in black forced jenny’s right arm behind her back while the woman in navy blue forced her left arm behind her back. Jenny’s arms were forced behind her back to keep them out of the way. There were reinforced loops at the back of the jacket. The back loops were quite high just under her shoulders. The final position of jenny’s arms would not be very comfortable but would be very secure. Jenny’s arms were twisted into a cruel position behind her back, then the tips of the sleeves were fed through the back loops and pulled tight. Smaller side loops existed just below her breasts the straps were fed thought them pulled very tight then buckled in place. The woman in blue checked jenny’s arms, she pushed on jenny’s elbows some how she found more slack and managed to get the buckle a notch tighter. A high security padlock was fed through the tight straps and locked in place just below jenny’s breasts.

The woman in blue griped jenny‘s helpless body in a tight bear hug while her partner got more supplies from the bag. The jacket had no crotch strap but it didn’t really need it with the tightness of the leather garment and the complex restraint of the arms. The woman in the back suit removed a set of fetters from the bag, a foot long solid bar with a solid cuff on each end. Before jenny knew what was happening one cuff was tightly round her right ankle with a dull click. Jenny hesitated for a second and tried to pull her left ankle away but with a quick click it was far two late all the movement left to her was tiny shuffling steps they were built for security not comfort.

The woman in blue forced jenny to her knees and gripped her neck in a tight hold. The woman in black dropped a sealed plastic bag on the coffee table. She donned a pair of rubber gloves she pulled a tube out of the bag and applied some sort of Vaseline to the tube one end ended in a grommet. The woman in black approached jenny and began to force the tip of the tube down her left nostril. Jenny tried to fight against this intrusion but she was far to securely held. She found it more difficult to breath then her gag reflex kicked in as the tube hit the back of her mouth and moved down into her stomach. After several minutes of adjusting the feeding tube was in place jenny would not need to be un-gagged to be fed. The woman in black pulled the gloves off and put them in the bag the plastic bag returned to the larger bag. The woman in blue returned Jenny to her feet.

The woman in blue picked up the bag the woman in black picked up the paperwork, they opened the door to jenny’s apartment. A young woman wearing a nurses outfit stood on the pavement she stepped into the room, she was about five foot eleven in heels pretty and smiling a wicked little smile. The woman in black turned to Jenny “let me introduce your career this is Elizabeth your court appointed live in care worker, she has been trained to keep you on a short leash at all times and never give you the slightest chance of breaking your gagging order in any way, its only for 6 months then they review it”. Jenny could not hear it but it didn’t matter much. Elizabeth pulled a large suit case into the apartment various straps dangled out of the case. The women in suits walk away paperwork in hand shutting the door behind them. The nurse looked at jenny and licked her lips “we are going to have so much fun over the next 6 months”. Elizabeth griped the edge of jenny’s pink frilly panties and slowly began to tug.


